Radiation measurements in low Earth orbit: U.S. and Russian results.
The radiation environment in low-Earth orbital flights is complex. It is strongly influenced by altitude, orbital inclination, time within a given solar cycle, flight duration, and shielding configuration. At any specified shielded location, both primary and secondary particles generated by nuclear interactions of primary particles with spacecraft structure are present. In addition, there are atmospheric secondary albedo protons and neutrons. No single detector can adequately measure this complex radiation field, and measurements of very high linear energy transfer target fragmentation products are particularly difficult. Crew radiation exposure have exclusively been measured using passive thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs). The cosmonaut exposures on the Mir station, uncorrected for the TLD inefficiency and neutron contribution, have varied from a low of 2.43 cGy to a high of 8.70 cGy. These correspond to dose rates of 144 microGy d(-1) to 468 microGy d(-1). These are consistent with rates observed by the D2 ion-chamber. Using the rates measured by the D1 chamber, dose rates under 4 cm of water vary from about 60 microGy d-1 to about 350 microGy d(-1). There is variation of about a factor of two between the dose rates at various locations in the same module. There is also a variation of dose rates of about a factor two between various modules. The highest astronaut dose for a Shuttle flight (STS-82) was 3.205 cGy with a dose rate of 3,221 microGy d(-1). Neutron contribution could be 36 +/- 15% of the astronaut charged particle dose equivalent. East-West asymmetry of dose rate is significant for spacecrafts that fly in an fixed altitude, such as the International Space Station.